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It works!

BALLISTOL ...
Schmiert, konserviert, desinﬁziert, schützt
vor Rost und verharzt nicht
Zur Pﬂege des Ledersitzes sowie der -bekleidung
Zur Reinigung von Schutzblech, Chromteilen,
Zierleisten, Felgen sowie Reifen
nachher

vorher

Löst Fette, Schmutz, Klebstoffreste und andere
ungeeignete Öle sowie festgeschlagene Insekten
Entfernt Teerﬂecken
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„Sehr Gut“

... und es läuft wie geschmiert
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Erhältlich im gut sortierten Fach- und Versandhandel.
Weitere Informationen unter www.ballistol.de

Das EINZIGE
Universalöl!
BALLISTOL schmiert, konserviert, desinﬁziert und schützt vor Rost. Es ist gesundheitlich unbedenklich, verharzt nicht, löst Fette, Teer, Schmutz, Klebstoffreste und andere ungeeignete Öle.


Geeignet für Tier und Technik



Biologisch abbaubar



Pﬂegt und schützt Selbstfahrer,
Geräteträger und Anbaugeräte



Findet Anwendung in Stallungen

aller Art

 Zugelassen für lebensmittelverarbeitende Betriebe


Kontinuierliche Qualitätskontrollen
im eigenen, zertiﬁzierten Labor



Für Metall, Leder, Holz, Gummi
und Kunststoff
Made in Germany

Weitere Informationen unter www.ballistol.de
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HISTORY

2014

Anniversary - 110 years BALLISTOL Universal
We are proud to celebrate BALLISTOL Universal Oil 's birthday. It is now 110 years old. Starting in
1914, BALLISTOL always followed the motto "quality not quantity". The packaging had always been
updated during the times. The corked glass bottle initially got a metal screw cap and then later on a
plastic screw cap. BALLISTOL was filled up into aerosol cans since the sixties. Each of these packages
went in line with the contemporary standards of environmental protection and sustainability.
These developments were necessary and useful. The content - the universal oil - had always the same
formula during the whole time. Anyway it can easily keep up with the young competitors, mostly it beats
them by far. No other oil all over the world deserves to be called universal oil. Only BALLISTOL can
be used to metal, wood, leather, plastic, and rubber concurrently. And is also completely harmless to
humans and animals, even if swallowed. It cleans, protects, lubricates and cares most of the materials
used in household, workshop and industry.
F.W. Klever GmbH has been in existence for about 140 years now. It has survived two world wars, several world economic crises and many arduous tasks. But the German economic miracle after World
War II as well as the fall of the Iron Curtain pushed the company forward. Today 70 employees work
wholeheartedly, and our products are sold in more than 60 countries
around the globe. We are certified according to ISO 9001
and GLP (quality management requirements for production and
Good Laboratory Practice), as well as GMP (pharmaceutical
Good Manufacturing Practice). Our state of the art laboratory
and modern production technology as well as motivated
employees represent a good basis for the future of
our company.
We would like to point out our appreciation to all customers, all
employees and all fans of BALLISTOL, and say a huge
"Thank you" for trust and loyalty in our masterpiece
BALLISTOL. To the acknowledgements we add the promise
that the formula for success of BALLISTOL Universal Oil
will remain unchanged the next 110 years, too!
BALLISTOL - It works!

Andreas Zettler 		

Dr. Christian Zettler 			
HISTORY
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BALLISTOL universal oil
For maintaining metal, wood, leather, rubber, synthetic material, skin, animals’ coat
and much more. Ideally suited for handicraft, industry, agriculture, household,
gardening, vehicles, fishing, hunting and shooting sports.

BALLISTOL Spray, 50 ml,
Art. Nr. 21450

ll
15 ml, fu
L pencil,
BALLISTOrt. no. 21360
a
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BALLISTOL

BALLISTOL oil, 50 ml, art. no. 21000

BALLISTOL spray, 400 ml,
art. no. 21810
BALLISTOL spray, 200 ml, art. no. 21700

BALLISTOL wipe-box (10 Sachets),
art. no. 21950

BALLISTOL oil, 5 l, art. no. 21160

BALLISTOL
now online
on YouTube

BALLISTOL spray, 100 ml, art. no. 21600

BALLISTOL oiL, 500 ml,
art. no. 21150

BALLISTOL pump-sprayer, empty, 250 ml, art. no. 21350

BALLISTOL is available in a
glass bottle with 50 ml, in a can
with 500 ml, in bigger sizes up to
200 litres and as spray can in 50
ml, 100 ml, 200 ml, and 400 ml.
Our pump sprayer contains
250 ml and is the most economic alternative to aerosols.
Our oil pencil is for
punctual and very exact use of BALLISTOL.

BALLISTOL display




Branch-specific flyer & topper
Flyer with detailed descriptions
and hints
Description on the back

Equippable with:
Art. no. 21840

9x BALLISTOL spray, 50 ml
9x BALLISTOL spray, 200 ml

Art. no. 21850

BALLISTOL display,
art. no. 21850

12x BALLISTOL spray, 200 ml

Art. no. 21920 (without picture)

20x wipe-box with 10 BALLISTOL sachets

As a spray or a cloth-box, for every purpose
the proper BALLISTOL display.

BALLISTOL display,
art. no. 21840

BALLISTOL universal oil
for handicraft, household, gardening












Removes disturbing squeak
Protection against corrosion and rust
Gum-free
For chain lubrication and cleaning
Cares and protects leather from drying-out
Cares, regenerates, protects and conserves
natural wood indoors and outdoors
Cleans and conserves tools
Maintains stainless steel and aluminium
Especially skin-friendly
Food safe
Biodegradable

BALLISTOL
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BALLISTOL stand display

BALLISTOL suspendable
display



Easy to fix
Reinforced hole fringes

Equippable with:
18x BALLISTOL spray 200 ml

BALLISTOL suspendable display, art. no. 21891

stand display, art. no. 21880,
without products

 Branch-orientated flyer & topper
 Flyer with detailed descriptions and tips
 Description on the back
 Space for 3 Displays

BALLISTOL big display
BALLISTOL big display, art. no. 21886
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First class display with impressive print
Shows some application fields
For more sales and perfect presentation
Easy re-filling

Equippable with:
240x BALLISTOL spray, 200 ml
(3 levels with 80 pieces each)
alternative
Art. no. 21885

160x BALLISTOL spray, 200 ml
(2 levels with 80 piece each)

BALLISTOL

BALLISTOL big display, art. no. 21886

Art. no. 21886

BALLISTOL shelf display small
 High quality metal display (value 200,- €)
 Perfect presentation of the products close to the
cash point
 For better sales of take home items
 eye-catching print
 pictograms at the sides, show fields of
application

BALLISTOL shelf display SMALL, Art. Nr. 35082, without equippin
g

BALLISTOL shelf display SMALL, Art. Nr. 35082, without equipping

The eye-catcher
near every cash
point!

Suggested products:
40x BALLISTOL spray, 50 ml
40x BALLISTOL spray, 200 ml
20x BALLISTOL oil, 50 ml
20x Stichfrei KIDS lotion,
tube 125 ml
20x NEO-BALLISTOL, 50 ml
20x NEO-BALLISTOL, 100 ml
20x Stichfrei pump-spray, 100 ml
8x Cooking spray rapeseed oil, 180 ml
8x Cooking spray olive oil, 180 ml
8x Cooking spray sunflower oil, 180 ml
20x BALLISTOL Animal, 100 ml
6x Stichfrei Animal, 600 ml
6x KAMOFIX, 600 ml
12x Dust-free spray, 300 ml
12x Pluvonin spray, 200 ml
12x Pluvonin spray, 500 ml

BALLISTOL
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High quality metal display (value 250,- €)
with adjustable shelves
For better sales
Easy moving with rolls



Solid stand
Suggested products:
60x BALLISTOL spray, 50 ml
40x BALLISTOL spray, 100 ml
120x BALLISTOL spray, 200 ml
20x BALLISTOL spray, 400 ml
20x BALLISTOL oil, 500 ml

BALLISTOL shelf display BIG, art. no. 35071, without equipping

The multi-purpose oil
- multifunctional like no other!
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BALLISTOL

BALLISTOL shelf display BIG, art. no. 35071, without equipping

BALLISTOL shelf display big

Proposed products for DIY stores:
40x BALLISTOL spray, 200 ml
20x BALLISTOL spray 400 ml
24x USTA garage-oil spray, 200 ml
20x USTA garage-oil spray, 400 ml
24x BALLISTOL Teflon® spray, 200 ml
24x Silicone spray, 200 ml
12x Montagespray, 200 ml
12x Startwonder, 200 ml
12x H1 foodstuff oil spray, 200 ml
12x Pluvonin spray, 200 ml

BALLISTOL-set tec
care, art. no. 2506 hnical
0

BALLISTOL-set
technical care
Contains:
 BALLISTOL spray, 200 ml
 BALLISTOL H1 spray, 200 ml
 Silicone spray, 200 ml
 Montagespray, 200 ml
 BALLISTOL Teflon® spray, 200 ml


USTA workshop oil spray, 200 ml

BALLISTOL safe can
Burglars are everywhere – with increasing tendency. Almost every minute there is a break-in in appartments, houses and villas. Reason enough to have a
hiding place unless you haven´t a safe in the wall. Our special BALLISTOL
tresor can is a clever can-safe! Everybody will thinks it is just a spray can, but
in fact it is a secret drawer for your valuables.

an,
afe c066
s
L
9
O
LIST rt. no. 2
a
BAL

SETS
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BALLISTOL-Sets
While riding a bicycle, jogging or fishing small accidents may occur. There are mosquitoes, rain showers
or a flat tire. With our sets you are prepared against situations like these.
Dogs running and romping around out-doors may get fissures or little injuries. Animal-Set helps you to
prevent infection or other complications.
With our sets you are perfectly equipped for any situation.

BALLISTOL-set bicycle
,
t bicycle
TOL-se
BALLIS 21930
art. no.

Contains:
 BALLISTOL spray, 25 ml
 BALLISTOL wipe
 2 tyre iron
 Rain cape
 Adhesive plaster
 Patch round
 Patch oval
 Grinder
 Vulcanizing agent
 Scissor

BALLISTOL-set outdoor
Contains:
 Gauze bandage
 Stichfrei mosquito repellent, 10 ml  Bruise protection
 NEO-BALLISTOL,10 ml
 Compress		 Adhesive Plaster
 BALLISTOL wipe
 Plaster for kids
		 Triangular bandage
 Adhesive plaster stripes		 Disposable gloves
 Plaster and scissor

NEW
DESIGN!
BALLISTOL-se
outdoor, art. no t
.
21940
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SETS

BALLISTOL-set hunter
Contains:
BALLISTOL spray, 25 ml
Stichfrei pump-spray, 10 ml
BALLISTOL wipe
Adhesive plaster stripes
Compress
Triangular bandage
Scissor
Plaster
Gauze bandage
Adhesive Plaster
Druckstellenkissen
Disposable gloves

5
BALLISTOL-set hunter, art. no. 2196

BALLISTOL-set animal
Contains:






BALLISTOL Animal, 10 ml
BALLISTOL Animal wipe
Stichfrei animal 10 ml
Stichfrei wipe
Scissors

 Disposable gloves
 Gauze bandage
 Wound compress
 Adhesive plaster

The first-aid kit to go!

BALLISTOL-set animal,
art. no. 21975














SETS
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Test-winner set

Test-winner set, art. no.

23656

The useful cleaning set with the unbeatable test-winners (tested by the
magazine „caliber“).
Contains:
• test winner GUNEX spray, 200 ml
• test winner Robla Solo MIL, 100 ml
• BALLISTOL Oil, 50 ml
• BALLISTOL-story
• gun-cleaning guide
• resumé of the tests

BALLISTOL-set quick-browning
The complete package. Contains
everything for the preparation,
implementation and conservation.

NEW!
[ 14 ]

SETS

ick-brow
L-set qu
O
T
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L
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23653
art. no.

ning,

Contains:
 BALLISTOL spray, 50 ml
 Robla cold degreaser, 50 ml
 KLEVER qick-browning, 50 ml
 2 disposable gloves
 2 goat hair brushes
 2 lint-free wipes

BALLISTOL-set gun-care
Everything for weapon-care


With 12 important parts for
perfect gun care				

Contains:
 BALLISTOL spray, 200 ml
 KLEVER quick-browning, 50 ml
 Robla cold degreaser, 50 ml
 GUNEX spray, 50 ml
BALSIN stockoil bright, 50 ml
Robla Solo MIL, 100 ml
SUCOLIN silktow
2 goat hair brushes
1 cleaning brush
2 lint-free wipes

BAL
art. nLISTOL-s
o. 23
e
650 t gun car
e,








BALLISTOL-set
travel-kit with VFG-set
Contains:
 Red sling bag
 BALLISTOL spray, 100 ml
 Stichfrei pump-spray, 10 ml
 NEO-BALLISTOL household remedy, 10 ml



Cleaning cloth
VFG firearm pocket set cal. 22-12
felt bore cleaner for shotguns
and rifles (10 pcs. each
cal. .22, cal. 357, cal. 9,3
and 5 pcs. cal. 12)

BALLISTOL-set travel-kit,
art. no. 23651

The ideal gun care to go

SETS
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Wellness-set for personal
hygiene and wellness
Wellness-set SMALL, art. no. 26762

Our skin is stressed by many environmental pollutants
day by day. Being the largest organ (1. 7 m ²) of the
human body it protects but it must bear a lot at the
same time. As a compensation it should have the best
possible care. Pamper the person you like with our
Wellness-Set, the gentle care for body and soul.
The Wellness set is the perfect idea as present
for your relatives, friends or your wife.
Wellness-set big contains:

Wellness-set small contains:

Art. Nr. 26760

Art. Nr. 26762











Wellness-set BIG, art. no. 26760

Wellness-oil pomegranate, 100 ml
Wellness-oil sea buckthorn vital, 100 ml
Wellness-oil tropical dream, 10 ml
Wellness-oil romantic rose, 10 ml
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SETS

TIP!

Wellness-oil pomegranate, 10 ml
Wellness-oil sea buckthorn vital, 10 ml
Wellness-oil tropical dream, 10 ml
Wellness-oil romantic rose, 10 ml

FREY'S Cooking Spray





Cooking spray sunflower oil, 180 ml, art. no. 24413



Consists of 100% pure oil
Non-sticky spray with vitamin E
Simple and very economical application
Sprayability provides optimized, easy
dosing also narrow and clean spraying
For low-fat cooking, baking
or roasting
Useful tool in any kitchen
Also perfect for any professional cook
Available as sunflower, rapeseed
and olive oil spray
Cooking spray olive oil ,180 ml, art. no. 24403






Cooking spray rapeseed oil, 180 ml, art. no. 24408

Frey's Cooking Sprays are based on vegetable oils, without any preservatives, alcohol and propellants. For gentle roasting and grilling of chicken, meat, fish, vegetables and other food in the
pan or on the barbecue.

Using FREY'S cooking spray
makes everyone a professional cook.

SETS
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Stichfrei®
Stichfrei
online on
YouTube
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STICHFREI

®

(Skincare oil with sunprotection)

Mosquitos are carrier of
nearly all diseases,
not only malaria!

Stichfrei care-cloth,
box with 10 care-cloths,
art. no. 26780








Stichfrei pump-spray, 100 ml, art. no. 26800



Stichfrei spray, 125 ml,
art. no. 26810



Dermatologically and allergologically
tested with „very good“
Protection up to 8 hours against mosquitos,
ticks, gadflies and grass mites
Successfully approved in Scandinavian
woodlands and tropic areas
Ideal for camping, outdoor- and fisherman´s activities
Sun protection factor 6 (UV-B LSF 6)
Fine, pleasant odour
Protects the skin against dehydration
Pleasant cooling effect
Skin care with ethereal oils and conditioning
ingredients

Stichfrei pump-spray, 10 ml, art. no. 26790



Reliable mosquito protection against all bloodsuckers ...
Test it! – It works!

STICHFREI

Use Stichfrei safely! Always note labeling and product information before using. Reg.-no.: N-33738

Stichfrei pump spray, 100 ml, blister packs, art. no. 26808

Stichfrei - mosquito and insect repellent
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Stichfrei KIDS - mosquito and
insect protection for the children









Lotion with fine, pleasant odour
Dermatologically and allergologically
tested with „very good“
For Children up to two months of age
Protects children´s sensitive skin
Works up to 4 hours against mosquitos,
ticks, gadflies and grass mites
Moisturises the skin
Contains harmless repellent (IR3535)
Suitable during pregnancy
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STICHFREI

box with
sachet-box,
Stichfrei Kids
t. no. 26781
ar
),
et
ch
g/sa
10 sachets (5

, tube
Stichfrei KIDS lotion5
30 ml, art. no. 2681

816
ml, art. no. 26
tion, tube 125
lo
DS
KI
i
fre
Stich

Ticks can be active above 7°C
(March to November)!

Use Stichfrei KIDS safely! Always note labeling and product information before using. Reg.-no.: N-43889

(Skin care lotion for children)

Stichfrei Animal - Horsefly protection








Protects up to 8 hours against mosquitos (for example
black flies), horsefly, ticks and harvest mites
Cares and protects the animal's skin
Prevents summer itch
Fine, pleasant odour
Contains harmless repellent (IR3535)
Dermatologically tested „very good“
Recommended by many veterinarians

Display Stichfrei Animal 20 x 100 ml, art. no. 26852



Stichfrei Animal display

Stichfrei Animal pump-spray, 100 ml,
art. no. 26833

Stichfrei Animal, 600 ml, art. no. 26831

 Description on the back
Contains:
20x Stichfrei Animal pump spray, 100 ml

The bite of the
black fly can be
responsible for the
summer itch

STICHFREI

Use Stichfrei Animal safely! Always note labeling and product information before using. Reg.-no.: N-51650

(Skin and coat caring oil for pets and animals
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Stichfrei display
 Flyers with detailed descriptions and hints
 Description on the back
Contains:
art. no. 26870

Display Stichfrei, art. no. 26870

3x Stichfrei spray, 125 ml
12x Stichfrei pump-spray, 100 ml
12x Stichfrei pump-spray, 10 ml
art. no. 26850

20x boxes with 10 Stichfrei wipes

Stichfrei KIDS display

Stichfrei mini-display



Description on the back
Ideal for the cash desk
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Contains:
art. no. 26878

12x Stichfrei KIDS lotion, tube 30 ml
12x Stichfrei KIDS lotion, tube 125 ml
art. no. 26851

20x boxes with 10 Stichfrei
KIDS sachets (content: lotion)

Display Stichfrei KIDS, art. no. 26878

Display Stichfrei mini-display, art. no. 26855

Contains:
30x Stichfrei pump-spray, 10 ml

 Flyers with detailed descriptions and hints
 Description on the back

STICHFREI

Stichfrei + Stichfrei KIDS
floor display



Solid Display with an attractive design
Including solid suspension, dispensers
and flyers
 Perfect presentation increases sale
 Simple re-filling
Contains:
36x Stichfrei pump spray, 100 ml,
blister packs
36x Stichfrei KIDS lotion, tube 30 ml,
with Euro punch hole
alternative
Art. Nr. 26866 (without picture)

48x Stichfrei pump spray, 100 ml,
blister packs

Floor display Stichfrei, art. no. 26865

Wire hook rack in red colour, art. no. 35083, without equipping

Wire hook rack in red
colour


High-quality wire hook rack
with 14 hooks
 With BALLISTOL logo
 Ideal for a second standing
Suggested products:
12x Stichfrei pump spray, 100 ml
blister packs

STICHFREI
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COSMETICAL-PHARMACEUTICAL PRODUCTS

Wellness-oil romantic rose, 10 ml,
art. no. 26660

Wellness-oil tropical dream, 10 ml,
art. no. 26600

Wellness-oil sea buckthorn vital, 10 ml,
art. no. 26630

Wellness-oil pomegranate, 10 ml,
art. no. 26695

WELLNESS
BODY CARE OIL

Wellness body care oil

Relaxation for body and soul

il, art. no
. 26920

 Made with high quality plant oils
 Regulates the moisture of the skin
 Helps to prevent premature skin aging
 No synthetic fragrances, dyestuffs or preservatives
 Care for the whole body
 Dermatologically and allergologically
tested „very good“

Wellness-oil sea buckthorn vital, 100 ml,art. no. 26650

Wellness-oil tropical dream, 100 ml, art. no. 26620

Wellness-oil romantic rose, 100 ml, art. no. 26680

 High quality, exceptional display
 Eye-catcher on every desk
 Flyers with detailed descriptions and tips
 Description on the back
Conatins:
16x Wellness-oils 100 ml - 4 pieces per fragrance

COSMETICAL-PHARMACEUTICAL PRODUCTS

Wellness-oil pomegranate, 100 ml, art. no. 26690

Display W
ellness-o

Counter display wellness-oils
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Clinically tested
Dermatologically and allergologically tested „very good“
Made of tried and tested herbal substances of pharmaceutical quality
Without any preservatives
Even suitable for sensitive skin

NEO-BALLISTOL household
remedy, 10 ml, art. no. 26220




Revitalizes stressed skin and makes you feel relaxed
For cleaning wounds and follow-up treatment
Care for your skin, hands, feet and nails
Balm for your lips
Massages with NEO-BALLISTOL will rejuvenate your
skin, help in case of disturbance of the circulation
and even with arthritis, muscle and sinew problems
Eases itching perceptibly
Acts as disinfectant







A hot tip for your medicine cabinet
NEO-BALLISTOL household
remedy display


Display NEO-BALLISTOL household
remedy, art. no. 26840
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Flyers with detailed descriptions
and hints
Description on the back

Contains:
10x NEO-BALLISTOL household, 10 ml
16x NEO-BALLISTOL household, 50 ml

COSMETICAL-PHARMACEUTICAL PRODUCTS

NEO-BALLISTOL household
remedy, 50 ml, art. no. 26230

NEO-BALLISTOL household remedy

NEO-BALLISTOL household remedy, 50 ml, art. no. 26230

NEO-BALLISTOL
household remedy, 10 ml,
art. no. 26220

NEO-BALLISTOL
household remedy, 250 ml,
art. no. 26210

NEO-BALLISTOL
household remedy
100 ml, art. no.
26200

NEO-BALLISTOL
HOUSEHOLD REMEDY

COSMETICAL-PHARMACEUTICAL PRODUCTS
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BALLISTOL Animal
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Big care cloth for
skin, paws, coat
and ears care
Dispenser with 28 pieces

COSMETICAL-PHARMACEUTICAL PRODUCTS

NEW!

BALLISTOL Animal care cloth, art. no. 26575

BALLISTOL Animal

BALLISTOL Animal

BALLISTOL Animal, 10 ml,
art. no. 26560

BALLISTOL Animal, 100 ml, art. no. 26510

BALLISTOL Animal, 500 ml,
art. no. 26520

BALLISTOL animal is the natural and gentle care for
your animal. For over 50 years it is made with approved
purely plant-based active agents of drug quality. BALLISTOL animal does not contain any anti-degradants nor
colourants and is environmentally safe.
 For the care of skin, coat, ears, and paws
 Dermatologically tested „very good“
 Recommended by veterinarians
 Disinfecting
 Supports the hair growth at excoriated areas
 Helps wound healing, also at summer eczema
 Harmless when taken accidentally
 Very compatible
 Dissolving crustification
 Ideal for wound healing and against ticks
 Eases itching
 Without any dyestuffs or preservatives
 Please consider in any case the package insert

The insider tip which helps!
BALLISTOL Animal display


Flyer with detailed descriptions
and hints
Description on the back

Contains:

Vo n

ten em

p
en

20x cloth-box with 10 BALLISTOL sachets

ärz

hl

art. no. 26940

er

fo

10x BALLISTOL Animal, 10 ml
9x BALLISTOL Animal, 100 ml

Ti

art. no. 21870

COSMETICAL-PHARMACEUTICAL PRODUCTS

BALLISTOL animal dis
play,
art. no. 21870
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Pluvonin - waterstop





Universal waterproofing
Breathable
Keeps all textiles and suedes in
good condition and impregnates
Protects from humidity and dirt

Pluvonin
online on
YouTube

Pluvonin display
Display Pluvonin, art. no. 25040

 Description on the back
Contains:
12x Pluvonin waterstop spray, 200 ml

Ideal for hunters, anglers
and everyone exposed to
wind and weather.
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Pluvonin spray, 200 ml, art. no. 25000

Pluvonin spray, 500 ml, art. no. 25010

Impregnates and cares:

TECHNICAL CARE PRODUCTS










Outdoor clothes
Textiles and suede
Camping equipment
Rainwear, ski and sports clothes
Sunshades and umbrellas
Pullovers, coats and anoraks
Tents, tarpaulins, sails and awnings
Shoes, backpacks and others

KAMOFIX - The powerful cleaner
Fireplace, stove and grill cleaner

For fireplace, stove, pots, baking trays and grills
For glass plates, surface and grates



Foams up - no dripping



Works at once, no waiting time



Cleans thoroughly without rubbing



Biodegradable



Ecology-minded, in practical
reusable hand sprayer



Also ideal for resistant plastics
to remove water spots



The practical size for testing:
as pump spray 110 ml or in a display
available

Display KAMOFIX, art. no. 25145




KAMOFIX display


KAMOFIX, 110 ml, art. no. 25402

KAMOFIX, 600 ml, art. no. 25401

Flyer with detailed descriptions
and tips
 Description on the back
Contains:
19x KAMOFIX pump spray, 110 ml

TECHNICAL CARE PRODUCTS
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BALLISTOL TECHNICAL
CARE PRODUCTS
• ProTec							• Teflon® Spray
• Multi purpose grease			
• Silicone spray
• USTA garage-oil		
• Montagespray				
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TECHNICAL CARE PRODUCTS

• Startwonder			 • USTANOL
• SEAL-film spray		
• H1 spray
• Dust-free spray			
• Freeze spray

TECHNICAL CARE PRODUCTS
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Provides corrosion protection, preserves, cleans,
protects, lubricates, works as a contact spray
and rust remover
Gliding active, easy crawl ability, non resining
and non glueing
Displaces moisture
Eliminates disturbing squeaking
Loosens tight mechanics
Approved as cutting oil
Contains very good anti-rust additives with
additional wax particles (Can should be shaked
well before use!)

The liquid multi-tool
USTA display
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USTA workshop oil spray, 400 ml, art. no. 22960

USTA workshop oil, 500 ml, art. no. 22970

Flyer with detailed descriptions
and hints
 Description on the back
Contains:
12x USTA workshop oil spray, 200 ml
CLP-ability of USTA Garage-Oil:
Cleaning
USTA cleans dirty and oilglueing metal parts, it easily
removes rust and cleans from dirty, rusty particles.
Lubricating
USTA keeps moving parts easily smooth running.
Chains, sprockets, ball bearings, hinges, telescope
mechanics, etc. remain in technical shape, mechanical abrassion is prevented.
Protecting
USTA protects iron, steel and non-ferrous metals
reliably against rust and corrosion, even under
extreme weather conditions.

TECHNICAL CARE PRODUCTS

USTA garage-oil spray, 200 ml, art. no. 22950



Display USTA, art. no. 22400

USTA workshop oil

ProTec

The premium rust protection product







Multiple purpose grease, 1 kg,
art. no. 25351

Multiple purpose grease, 400 g, art. no. 25350

Multi purpose grease

NEW
SIZE!

ProTec spray, 50 ml, art. no. 25268









ProTec spray, 400 ml, art. no. 25261




Care, maintenance and protection of industrial
machinery and workshop equipment, precision tools,
apparatus, forms and punching tools
For lubricating thread machining / cutting
Ideal for long-term preservation, even at high air
humidity and aggressive ambient air
Contains no waxes
Long time rust protection
Displaces moisture
Eliminates squeaking and creaking
Use to free tight fittings, plugs and joint connections
Operating temperature from -40°C to +150°C
Can be used in industry and workshops, for all
kinds of vehicles, on ships or boats, for fishing
gear and agricultural machinery as well as household and garden

ProTec spray, 200 ml,
art. no. 25260



According to DIN 51 502: K2K-30
Wide temperature application range from -30°C to +120°C
Very high water resistance, water displacing
Long-term lubrication
Provides good sealing
Easy pumpable in central lubrication systems
 Reduces friction and deterioration
 High pressureload-carrying ability
 Anti aging and work stable
 Protects against corrosion

TECHNICAL CARE PRODUCTS
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Dry lubrication for sensitive areas
Durable lubrication and gliding activity
Reduction of static, sliding
and rolling friction

BALLISTOL Teflon® spray, 200 ml, art. no. 25600

Typical ranges of application:
 Casters and bearings
 Slide rails and guide rails
 Cables and telescope
mechanisms


Transmissions
and gearwheels
 Plastics of all sorts

Silicone spray
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Silicone spray, 200 ml, art. no. 25300

Silicone spray, 400 ml, art. no. 25307






TECHNICAL CARE PRODUCTS

Special lubrication for synthetic materials
Protects and lubricates rubber, polymers,
plastics and plastic gearwheels
Eliminates squeaking and creaking
Keeps rubber elastic
Ideal for maintenance and restoration
Adheres to surfaces strongly and durably
Typical ranges of application:
 Plastic transmissions and gearwheels
 Rubber bearings and strips
 Guide rails and slide rails
 Window and car sealings
 Cable tractions

BALLISTOL Teflon® spray, 400 ml, art. no. 25607
Teflon® is a registered trademark of the DuPont company.

BALLISTOL Teflon® spray

Montagespray




Special lubrication up to 1.000 °C
Long-term corrosion protection
Protects screw threads and fittings of all kinds
from seizing up
Suitable for assemblies and connections
of different metals
Solid lubricant

Montagespray, 200 ml, art. no. 25200





Typical ranges of application:





Reduction of static, sliding and rolling friction
Tire and rim assembly
Hardware connections, fits, threads
Drive shafts and drive insulations

Display technical sprays



Flyer with detailed descriptions
and tips
Description on the back
Contains:
4x Silicone spray, 200 ml
4x Montagespray, 200ml
4x BALLISTOL Teflon® spray, 200 ml
Art. no. 22320

4x Startwonder spray, 200 ml
4x SEAL-film spray, 200 ml
4x Ustanol spray, 200 ml

TECHNICAL CARE PRODUCTS

Display Startwon
art. no. 22320 der + SEAL + Ustanol,

Display Silicone + Teflon®
+ Montage, art. no. 22300

Art. no. 22300
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PVC film seals, coats and insulates
Long-term corrosion protection
Seals surfaces
Resistant to aggressive gases, salt water
and industrial wastewater as well as acid rain
Protective film can be removed like a foil
Typical ranges of application:
 Seals circuit boards
 Insulates electrical connections and contacts
 Protection of precision and rough textured
workpieces


Sealing of surfaces of every kind

Ustanol

Startwonder spray, 200 ml, art. no. 25500
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Super oil for precision enineering
Enormously high creeping activity
Cleans, lubricates and protects all metal parts
Displaces water from the metal surface
Rust protection and dissolving

Ustanol spray, 200 ml, art. no. 22800






SEAL-film spray, 200 ml, art. no. 25100

SEAL-film spray

Typical ranges of application:
 Precision equipment
 Mechanical measuring instruments
 Cutting and milling work  Mechnical clocks, padlocks
 Threads and fittings		
and cylinder locks

Startwonder



The fantastic jump-start for cold engines
Without engine harmful acetone
Typical ranges of application:
 Cars, motorcycles, tractors
 Angle grinders
 lawn-mowers, snow blowers
 Power saws and scythes
 For two- and four-stroke engines  Emergency generators

TECHNICAL CARE PRODUCTS

BALLISTOL H1

Special oil for food and beverage industry













International NSF-H1 admittance
Colourless, flavourless and odourless
Lubrication and cleaning of all machines
used in food and beverage industry
Corrosion protection and penetrating oil
Applicable even at higher temperatures
Loosens jammed mechanisms
With antioxidants especially for the food industry
Long lasting lubrication
Reduces wear and tear
Does not resinify
Displaces water and humidity
High creepability










Slicers
Pumps
Inner bearings
Gears
Rollers
Chains
Drives
Conveyor belts and others

TECHNICAL CARE PRODUCTS

H1 oil, 65 ml, art. no. 25319

H1 spray, 200 ml, art. no. 25310

Typical ranges of application:
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Dust-free
Removes dust, lint and finest particles
Can be used to clean difficult accessible places
Sensitive objects are treated with care
Maximum efficiency due to the use of a non flammable special gas
 Usable volume of gas aprox. 80 litre
(Compressed air only 5 liters)

Dust-free spray, 300 ml, art. no. 25280






Freeze spray





Contains a special non-flammable and a high efficient
refrigerant gas
For thermal troubleshooting
No danger of fire or explosion
Risk free utilization in environment of heat or flying sparks
Non-conductive and does not damage materials
Typical ranges of application:
 Troubleshooting with electrical components
 Testing thermostats and temperature sensors as well as
engine components such as carburetors and injection systems
 For repair purposes in industry
 For assembly of fittings with tightest tolerances
 For cooling of transistors, resistors and silicium diodes
 For shock freezing of rubber, foils and sticky residues, also
for the removal of chewing gum
 Prevent heat damage during brazing and soldering processes
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TECHNICAL CARE PRODUCTS

Freeze spray, 300 ml, art. no. 25290



Typical usage:
 Cameras, prime lenses and photo objective
assessories
 Microscopes and optical equipment
 Computer, keyboards, printer, USB Ports …
 Hifi/audio equipment and record player
 Electronic switches and modules
 Useful in laboratories and companies
 For hobby, workshop and industry

BALLISTOL resin remover
For cleaning tools and woodworking machines








after

before

Resin remover pump-spray, 110 ml, art. no. 25421



Effective cleaner for burnt-in resin residues
For saw blades, planes, firmer chisels
and other resinified tools
Extremely efficient and simple in
application
Foams up – no dripping
Spray on – wipe off – ready!
Having done cleaning we recommend to
preserve all tools and parts with
BALLISTOL Universal oil
Biodegradable
Ecological up-to-date with
re-usable hand sprayer

Resin remover, 600 ml, art. no. 25420




TECHNICAL CARE PRODUCTS
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NEW!

PFEFFER-KO JET
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DEFENCE SPRAYS

Not flammable
Easy to handle in lipstick
form
Small can with a big effect
(Content: 15 ml)
Contains 11% OC!
Range up to 4 meters
Spray time about 2 seconds

PFEFFER-KO JET, 15 ml, art. no. 24423

Available on summer

NEW!!!
Unique, patented panic cap!
Our defense sprays introduce themselves with a new, extraordinary spray head flap,
unique on the international market.
Advantages to the normal cap :
 In emergency cases, easy to press
 Prevents accidental spraying
 Damper with spring function
 With handy belt clip and lanyard ring
 Flame motif for a convincing impression

In case of emergency
- push button (trough)

NEW!

With panic cap
DEFENCE SPRAYS
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PEPPER-KO (pepper animal

defense spray)

With panic cap

PEPPER-KO FOG

nebulizes up to 4 meters

PEPPER-KO JET

incombustible jet up to 5 meters







Contains 11% natural highly aggressive
Pepper extract (OC)
The most effective pepper spray in Europe
Makes attacking animals or violent
criminals immediately incapable of acting
Easy to handle, effective in use
With practical belt clip
Sellable without age limit
(consider the legal
situation in your country)

Wire hook rack in red colour




High-quality wire hook rack with 14 hooks
With BALLISTOL logo
Ideal for economical secondary placement
6x PEPPER-KO JET, 40 ml,
blister packs
6x PEPPER-KO FOG, 40 ml,
blister packs

The really painful PEPPER-KO protects
against attacks. Suitable against all kinds of
animals. If necessary spray on eyes, mouth
and nose. Do not spray at a distance less
than 1m, do not spray against the wind.
Attention: In Germany PEPPER KO is
only admitted to protect against animals,
not against humans. Take into consideration the legal situation in your country.
In case of accidental contact flush eyes and
skin with cold water until the burning stops.
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DEFENCE SPRAYS

Wire hook rack in red colour, art. no. 35083, without equipping

NEW!

PEPPER-KO JET, 40 ml, art. no. 24420

PEPPER-KO FOG, 40 ml, art. no. 24450



NEW!

With panic cap

Blister PEPPER-KO FOG, 40 ml, art. no. 24476

Bli

 High-quality display with modern print
 With secure twin blister pack
 For more sale and optimal presentation
 Simple refilling
 Sellable without age limit (consider the legal
situation in your country)
 Display is ideal for the cash point
 Floor display with stable mountings

l,
40 m
JET, 24416
O
K
R
o.
EPPE
art. n
ster P

Floor display & display PEPPER-KO

Floor display
contains:
art. no. 24277 (without picture)

70x PEPPER-KO FOG, 40 ml
blister packs
art. no. 24278

35x PEPPER-KO JET, 40 ml
blister packs
35x PEPPER-KO FOG, 40 ml
blister packs
Display contains:
6x PEPPER-KO JET, 40 ml
blister packs
6x PEPPER-KO FOG, 40 ml
blister packs
art. no. 24274 (without picture)

12x PEPPER-KO FOG, 40 ml
blister packs

Display PEPPER-KO, art. no. 24272

Floor display PEPPER-KO FOG + JET, art. no. 24278

art. no. 24272

art. no. 24273
(without picture)

12x PEPPER-KO
JET, 40 ml
blister packs

DEFENCE SPRAYS
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NEW!

With panic cap

Defenol-CS / KO-CS



Protects joggers, strollers and children reliably
against attacking dogs
 Spray directly on muzzle and eyes
 Special active agent combination in connection
with a particularly firm spraying beam
 Sellable without age limit (consider the
legal situation in your country)

24270

For every application
the perfect spray!
Displays defence spray

no.
Display defence spray, art.
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KO-CS spray, 40 ml, art. no. 24220

Anti-dog (CS/CN Animal Defence Spray)

Equipped with:
Art. no. 24270		

6x PEPPER-KO FOG, 40 ml
6x PEPPER-KO JET, 40 ml

Art. no. 24250

6x PEPPER-KO FOG, 40 ml
6x Defenol-CS, 40 ml

DEFENCE SPRAYS

Display defence spray,
art. no. 24250

Anti-dog spray, 50 ml, art. no. 24000

 The strong chemical mace against violent criminals
 Quick application - hard knock out
 Attacker becomes incapable of acting
 Toxicologically safe when used as directed
 Registered and admitted by the Federal Criminal
Investigation Agency (BKA)
 Sellable from the age of 14 (consider the legal situation in your
country)

Defenol-CS spray, 40 ml, art. no. 24200

(CS defense spray)

GUN CARE

Limited introductory set GunCer spray, 200 ml,
art. no. 22168

• Shelf & stand display
• GUNEX
• Robla cold degreaser
• Robla Solo black powder solvent
• Vaseline gun grease
• Trophy bleaching
• Airsoft-Gas

TIP!

• GunCer
• Robla Solo MIL / FORCE
• KLEVER quick-browning
• BALSIN Stockoil
• SUCOL / SUCOLIN
• KLEVER trap oil

GUN CARE
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Gun Care
Regardless whether you carry your gun in the hunting ground, on the shooting range or job-related,
you have a common interest: your gun has to work accurate, with the required precision and shall look
well-kept.
These requirements can only be achieved with careful maintenance of your weapon. We would like to
facilitate your task with our products. You will find everything necessary for cleaning, preservation and
regeneration of your weapon, besides cleaning stick, tow or felt plugs.

Everything for the perfect
gun care, clearly at first view

Gun care shelf
display
High quality metal display 		
(value 250,- €)
 Easy moving with rolls
 Solid stand
 Individually equippable

Display gun care shelf display, art. no. 35075
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GUN CARE

Stand display gun care

Bestückung:
4x BALLISTOL spray, 200 ml
6x BALLISTOL spray, 50 ml
3x BALLISTOL oil, 50 ml
2x GunCer spray, 200 ml
3x GunCer spray, 50 ml
2x BALSIN stockoil darkbrown, 50 ml
2x BALSIN stockoil bright, 50 ml
2x BALSIN stockoil reddish brown, 50 ml
4x Robla Solo MIL, 100 ml
2x Robla Solo FORCE, 100 ml
1x BALLISTOL-set hunter
1x SUCOLIN silktow white, 75 g
2x Robla cold degreaser spray, 200 ml
2x GUNEX gun oil spray, 200 ml
3x GUNEX gun oil spray, 50 ml
1x Vaseline gun crease, 50 g
1x Trophy bleaching, 250 g
6x KLEVER quick-browning, 50 ml

Display Waffenpflege Standdisplay, Art. Nr. 23666



With gun care brevier
and BALLISTOL story
Space for 3 displays

Display gun care stand display, art. no. 23666



Gun cleaning pad

Gun c
art. noleaning pad
. 3306
,
9

This high quality feltpad is the best protection of your gun and keeps
your place clean while cleaning your firearm. The pad is abraison
resistent and contains a
rubbermade base. The pad can
easily be stored in your guncase or gun-cleaning
box. (without equipment)

GUN CARE
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GunCer

Firearm tuning product with ceramic additive
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GunCer spray 50 ml, art. no. 22165

GunCer spray 200 ml, art. no. 22166




For professional snipers, hunters and law enforcement,
for rifles, shotguns or handguns
Special mixture of ceramic additives provide maximum
performance and safe shot accuracy
Reduces friction and deterioration of the firearm
Smoothes roughness (under load, roughness
at the friction points will be reduced by flowgliding
and plastically deformation of the friction point, which
extremely reduces the friction in order to keep your firearm
in best shape)
Reduced power losses while reloading self-loading
pistols and rifles (even with weak load
ammunition), resulting in less interferences
Excellent corrosion protection, prevents fretting
corrosion
Works in a temperature range from -40°C to +210°C
Ceramic additive even ensures lubrication
up to +1000° C
Water resistant & non-resining
Without additions of silicon and PTFE

GUN CARE

INFO:
PTFE enriched oil may cause longterm
damages inside the barrel. At high
temperatures PTFE decomposes to
hydrofluoric acid which is harmful for
your firearm and for you as shooter.

GUNEX

Gun oil for care and protection

GUNEX spray 200 ml,
art. no. 22200

Removes powder and tombac residues
Keeps the mechanisms running smoothly
Does not get sticky or resinify
Long term protection against corrosion in all climatic zones
Perfect care and maintenance for hunting and sport guns, pistols, revolvers
and very pistols

GUNEX oil 500 ml, art. no. 22050

GUNEX spray 400 ml, art. no. 22250







GUNEX oil 50 ml,
art. no. 22000

GUNEX spray 50 ml,
art. no. 22150

GUN CARE
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Robla Solo MIL / FORCE
Dissolves copper, zinc, tombac
and lead residues
 Does not attack steel, nickel and 		
chrome
 Robla Solo MIL: thin fluid to fill
barrel completely
 Robla Solo FORCE: strong surface 		
adhesion for easy cleaning

Robla Solo MIL 100 ml, art. no. 23530

Robla Solo FORCE 100 ml,
art. no. 23550
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Robla cold degreaser spray 200 ml,
art. no. 23360

Cleaner and degreaser


Removes oil, grease and resin from surfaces
and all mechanical parts

For pretreatment of metal surfaces before
browning or electroplating
 Ideal for cleaning brakes and brake discs.


KLEVER quick-browning

NEW
SIZE!
GUN CARE

 For browning of damaged parts of rifles
 Permanent and indelible browning
 For steel with up to 3 % chrome

KLEVER quick-browning
50 ml, art. no. 23630

cold-browning
Robla cold degreaser 50 ml,
art. no. 23350

Robla cold degreaser spray 50 ml, art. no. 23356

Robla cold degreaser

Robla black powder solvent spray 200 ml,
art. no. 23420

Robla black powder solvent 100 ml,
art. no. 23400

Robla black powder solvent


Loosens and removes remainders of black
powder, soot and rust
 Removes oil and carbon particles from the metal
 Perfect for cleaning the cartridge ejection system
in revolvers and cartridge feeds in pistols

BALSIN stockoil


Regenerates, impregnates and preserves
wooden stocks
Provides a fine dull finish and optimizes
the woodgrain

Vaseline gun grease
Vaseline gun grease,
art. no. 23690



 Resin and acid free gun grease
 Finest white quality
 Perfect for lubricating the internal and
outside metal parts
 Care of mechanics and locks of airguns

GUN CARE
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SUCOLIN, 75 g,
art. no. 23720

SUCOL / SUCOLIN
Gun tow
The right tow for any kind of barrel, caliber
and surface
 Dirt is fixed to the tow by its enormous
absorptivity and is gently removed
 Long fibres for easy fastening at the cleaning
stick

Trophy bleaching 250 ml,
art. no. 25760





Perfect of cleaning and polishing
SUCOL: for shotguns (brown)
SUCOLIN: for rifles (white)

Trophy bleaching


Bleaching skulls and other bones
purely white
 For first treatment or restoration

KLEVER trap oil




For lubrication and maintenance of traps
Neutral in odour and taste
for all kinds of traps

KLEVER trap oil 65 ml,
art. no. 23900

SUCOL, 75 g,
art. no. 23700
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GUN CARE

 Increases your airsoftgun's performance
 Maximum Power! Not suitable
for low-grade arms
 Maintains and keeps mechanisms
lubricated and increases their
performance
 Suitable for low temperatures
and winter use
 Its regular use guarantees
a perfect maintenance

Airsoft-Gas 125 ml, art. no. 25146

Airsoft-Gas 500 ml, art. no. 25135

Airsoft-Gas 750 ml, art. no. 25144

Airsoft-Gas

GunTec gun care oil
50 ml, art. no. 24391

GunTec gun care spray 50 ml,
art. no. 24396

 Removes powder and smoke residue
 High corrosion protection
 Repels moisture
 Reduces friction
 Odourless / non-aromatic
 Temperature range: - 20°C to + 120°C

GunTec gun care spray 200 ml,
art. no. 24390

GunTec gun oil

GunTec plastic cleaner pump spray
250 ml, art. no. 24397

GunTec barrel cleaner spray 100 ml,
art. no. 24394

GunTec plastic cleaner
 Active cleaner for all plastic parts and
components on firearms
 Used for all types of guns such as sport and
tournament guns, hunting weapons (both large
and small calibre) and air guns - ideally suitable for
gunpowder pistols

GunTec barrel cleaner


Cleaning fluid for intensive, but gentle barrel
cleaning on short and long firearms
 Non-toxic
 Compatible with practically all materials (wood,
gun-metal,stainless steel)
 eliminates copper, tombac and smoke deposits

GunTec gun grease
70 g, art. no. 24392

 Synthetic special grease with white solid lubricant
 Friction and wear reducing
 Excellent lubrication properties
 Wide temperature range: - 50°C to + 150°C
 For lubrication of all sliding parts, such as slide
runners, ejector lugs, catches, as well as assembly
aid for screw and pin connections

GunTec gun grease 20 g,
art. no. 24393

GunTec gun grease

GUN CARE
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Scherell´s SCHAFTOL
Gun stock- and wood care





Scherell´s SCHAFTOL
assortment box

Display Scherell´s SCHAFTOL,
art. no. 23819




Protects the precious wood in
all weather conditions
Made of finest natural substances
Ideal for furniture and high antiques
Available colors: gold, bright,
reddish brown, dark, extra dark
Environmentally friendly
Without solvent
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Contains:
4x Scherell´s SCHAFTOL extra dark 75 ml
4x Scherell´s SCHAFTOL bright 75 ml
4x Scherell´s SCHAFTOL dark 75 ml
4x Scherell´s SCHAFTOL reddish brown 75 ml
4x Scherell´s SCHAFTOL premium gold 75 ml

GUN CARE

Premium sales support

- Price and availability on request (text is in German) -

Defence spray

BALLISTOL Universalöl,

Gun care,

Technical care

Art.Nr. 29239

Art.Nr. 29237

Art.Nr. 29236

BALLISTOL animal
+ Stichfrei animal,

Stichfrei + Stichfrei kids,

NEO-BALLISTOL,

NEO-BALLISTOL,

art.no. 29235

art.no. 29238-1

art.no. 29238-2

Art.Nr. 29234

art.no. 29233

Decoration banner,
System incl. print
Dimension: DIN A0 (84 x118,8 cm)
• For indoor area
• Incl. two aluminum profile (silver)
with hooks
BALLISTOL square-flag small,
System incl. print
Dimension: 87 x 303 cm
• For inddor and outdoor area
• joinable aluminium rod, rotable with base
• Incl. metal base
• 5 l hose weight
• Weight: circa 4 kg
• Incl. bag

Wellness-oil,
art.no. 29230

BALLISTOL square-flag also available in the
size 88 x 460 cm.
art.no.:

29227

PROMOTION ARTICLE
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BALLISTOL Merchandising
- Price and availability on request -

kat ca
TOL s
BALLIS. 29711
art. no

rds,

BALLISTOL
cap, art. no. 29700

29790

BALLISTOL cotton bags
Dimension 36 x 40 cm

29751

BALLISTOL plastic bags
Dimension 35 x 45 cm

29700

BALLISTOL cap
Baseball cap, 100 % cotton with logo print
and adjustable metal clip

29781

BALLISTOL universal power
Our Energy Drink certainly wakes you up, enjoy it
icecold! Content 250 ml, deposit-free

29773

BALLISTOL universal schnapps
Our 50 ml fire apple schnapps is a funny little giveaway for your customers. Its 25-vol% are really
delicious and pleasant. Already tasted? Cheers!

29706

BALLISTOL picnic blanket
Compact, foldable size, insulated bottom will keep
you warm and dry, with carry handle

29711

BALLISTOL skat cards
French hand of cards

29709

BALLISTOL luggage strap
Dimension 4,5 x 200 cm
With combination lock

BALLIS
art. no TOL cotton
. 2979
bags,
0

Name

BALLISTOL plastic bags,
art. no. 29751

art. no.

BALLISTOL picnic blanket,
art. no. 29706

BALLISTOL luggage strap, art. no. 29709
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PROMOTION ARTICLE

BALLISTOL universal power,
energy drink, art. no. 29781

BALLISTOL backpack
Tegna 20 SE has a capacity of 20 liters. It is made of
lightweight, durable material with textile net overlay.
The chest and waist belt, 2 net textile side pockets, beverage port, and reflective elements make it high-end.

BALLISTOL universal
schnapps, art. no. 29773

BALLISTOL backpack, art. no. 29756

29756

Sales support

- F.o.c. available on request (text is in German) -

art. no.
29300
29350
29330
29320
29313
29340
29380
29570
29370
29314
29381
29395
29832
29620
29310
29832
29580
29590
29360
29410
29346
29400

Die komplette Waffenpﬂege
aus einer Hand

 Airsoft-Gas
 Kaltentfetter
 Laufreiniger

 Reinigungswerg
 Schaftpﬂege
 Schnellbrünierung
 Schwarzpulver Solvent

 Trophäenbleiche
 Waffenfett
 Waffenöl

BALLISTOL
Flyer BALLISTOL car
Flyer BALLISTOL motorcycle
Flyer BALLISTOL bicycle
Flyer BALLISTOL house and garden
Flyer BALLISTOL boat
Flyer BALLISTOL industry
Poster BALLISTOL, DIN A2
Doorplate BALLISTOL, DIN A4
Stichfrei
Flyer Stichfrei and Stichfrei Kids
Flyer Stichfrei Animal
Poster Stichfrei, DIN A2
Poster Stichfrei Kids, DIN A2
Poster Stichfrei Animal, DIN A2
Doorplate Stichfrei, DIN A4
Kosmetisch- pharamzeutische Produkte
Flyer BALLISTOL Animal
Poster BALLISTOL Animal, DIN A2
Doorplate BALLISTOL Animal, DIN A5
Doorplate BALLISTOL Animal, DIN A4
Flyer NEO-BALLISTOL household remedy
Poster NEO-BALLISTOL household remedy, DIN A2
Flyer Wellness-oil
Poster Wellness-oil
Technische Produkte

29321

Flyer (Silicone-, Teflon-, Startwonder-, SEAL-, Montage-, Ustanol- und BALLISTOL H1 Spray)

29311
39840
29600

Flyer USTA
Flyer KAMOFIX
Doorplate KAMOFIX, DIN A4
Waffenpflege
Gun care brevier
Flyer gun care D/E
Allgemein
Cube, dimension 22 x 22 x 22 cm,
5 different pictures + BALLISTOL logo
BALLISTOL story
Sticker BALLISTOL small
Sticker BALLISTOL big
Sticker BALLISTOL-KLEVER small
Sticker BALLISTOL-KLEVER big

29820
29355

29719

Beste Markenqualität, Made in Germany

Name

29690
29640
29630
29660
29650

tory

S
TOL

ALLIS

Die B

Marktführer seit 1904

ertes
issensw Öl
s
und W
Tipps n legendäre
über ei

ADVERTISING MATERIAL
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Have you ever tried
BALLISTOL?

It tastes strange, but
It works!
Reseller:

F.W. KLEVER GmbH
Hauptstraße 20
D-84168 Aham
Germany

Tel.: + 49 8744 9699-0
Fax: + 49 8744 9699-96
export@ballistol.de
www.ballistol.eu

